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DESCRIPTION

Recognizing that students in a second or third year course come from a wide variety of backgrounds and skill levels, German in Review is designed to even the playing field by letting all students come into the classroom on an equal footing. Broken into two parts, German in Review 4e begins with the Lehbruch reference text, which is designed to re-introduce students to the essentials of modern German. Part Two, the Übungsbuch Classroom Manual, accompanies the main reference text. Working on the assumption that students have used the main text to bring them up to speed in any given area of German grammar, Part Two presents them with a series of new exercises that will confirm and extend what they have accomplished on their own. Taken together, the main text, Online Activities, and Classroom Manual free the instructor to use in-class time to a maximum advantage.
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FEATURES

Web site with answer keys. To aid in self-study and help students prepare for class, answer keys to all Mixed and Express in German exercises are posted on an engaging and accessible web platform.
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